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ANNEX 18. QUICK WINS FROM THE LOCAL 
STRUCTURES Q3.22  

 
 

Region / 
Municipality  

8 Examples of Quick wins from Accountability 
mechanism  

AMORON’I MANIA / 
ALAKAMISY 
AMBOHIJATO 

During community meetings, the population requested the need to 
repair the catchment facility of the gravity-fed water supply of the 
Commune and some leaking pipes. 

 

Result: The STEAH conducted monitoring of the facility, during 
which he determined the need to repair these facilities. RANO 
WASH supported some construction materials, and the Commune 
mobilized a local mason contracting with them to conduct the repair.    

AMORON’I MANIA / 
AMBOSITRA 2 

During community meetings, the water users requested the repair of 
a water divider device between the Fokontany of Ampila and 
Vohimalaza. 

 

Result: The water user association managed to gather 80 000 Ariary 
or 10 000 Ariary per tap stand to conduct the repair, which 
benefitted 213 households in these two fokontanys.  

AMORON’I MANIA / 
ANJOMA ANKONA 

During a community meeting, the water users requested the repair 
of leaks at the catchment facility of the water supply system of the 
Commune and some leaking pipes.   

 

Result: The chief of Fokontany requested support from RANO 
WASH, who provided three bags of cement. The Commune 
mobilized a local mason contracting with them to conduct the repair, 
which enabled safe drinking water to 150 additional households in 
the Fokontany of Fizinàna and Ambalamahasoa. 

AMORON’I MANIA / 
SAHAMADIO FISAKANA 

During a community meeting, the water users requested the repair 
of some damaged tap stands and taps.  

 

Result: The Commune mobilized local masons trained by 
RANOWASH to repair, and the project provided new taps, which 
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Region / 
Municipality  

8 Examples of Quick wins from Accountability 
mechanism  

enabled the provision of safe drinking water to an additional 173 
households in the Fokontany of Andrainarivo and Mahazina. 

AMORON’I MANIA / 
AMBOHIMAHAZO 

Following requests during community meetings, water users 
requested a reduction in water tariffs.  

 

Result: Water price was reduced from 60 to 40 Ariary per 20-liter 
jerrycan.  

ATSINANANA / 
NIAROVANA CAROLINE 

During community meetings, the communities complained about 
water cuts for a few months due to the construction of the RN11A 
road.  

 

Result: The local structures such as WASH CSO, SLC, and STEAH 
advocated for the Ministry and DREAH to resolve the matter, which 
resulted in the water supply system's functionality being restored.  

HAUTE MATSIATRA / 
VINANINORO OUEST 

The suggestion boxes of the Commune contained a request from the 
VSLA Assistants requesting payment of their indemnity when 
providing support to the VSLA.  

 

Result: The Commune passed a decree on ordering the payment of 
an indemnity of 3,000 Ariary per VSLA Assistant when they come to 
support their VSLAs. 

HAUTE MATSIATRA / 
ANDRAINJATO EST 

During community meetings, the population raised the need to build 
water supply infrastructure. 

 

Result: With the support of RANO WASH, the Commune worked 
with the private water manager, the STEAH, and the water user 
association to provide safe drinking water through 96 private 
connections, eight social connections, and six institutional 
connections. 
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Region / Municipalities  8 examples of Communal WASH-CSO s Advocacy Success 

ALAOTRA MANGORO / 
AMBOAVORY 

WASH CSO advocated for the use of glass protection by all cooked 
food sellers. The Commune supported the initiative by convening those 
who did not conform. 

 

Result: All cooked food sellers in the Commune now use glass 
protection.   

ALAOTRA MANGORO / 
AMPASIKELY 

WASH CSO advocated the Mayor for the extension of the water 
system in the Commune.  

 

Result: The Commune is now constructing ten tap stands to improve 
access to safe drinking water.  

AMORON’I MANIA / 
IVATO CENTRE 

WASH CSO advocated for the need to rehabilitate the Commune's 
catchment facility of the gravity-fed water supply.  

 

Result: The Commune rehabilitated the catchment facility and managed 
to provide safe drinking water to 44 additional households through this 
initiative.  

AMORON’I MANIA / 
FIADANANA 

WASH CSO conducted advocacy to the Commune to take initiatives 
regarding the water source of the Commune, which is unprotected and 
exposed. 

 

Result: The Commune decided to plant trees and improve protection 
in the watershed of the source. 

ATSINANANA / 
RANOMAFANA EST 

The WASH CSO advocated constructing a public latrine in the 
Fokontany of Antongombato as they are running out of space to build 
household latrines. 

 

Result: The Commune built a public latrine in the Fokontany of 
Antongombato.  
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Region / Municipalities  8 examples of Communal WASH-CSO s Advocacy Success 

ATSINANANA / 
MANJAKANDRIANA 

The WASH CSO conducted institutional triggering and pushed for 
adopting a DINA.  

 

Result: All 28 villages in the 12 fokontany are auto-declared as ODF 
since June 2022 but await verification. 

VATOVAVY 
FITOVINANY / 
ANDEMAKA 

The WASH CSO advocated for the need to pay the salary of the 
STEAH, which was discussed by the SLC and was proposed to the 
Commune. 

 

Result: The STEAH was paid his salary during the three months of this 
quarter (April, May, and June 2022) 

HAUTE MATSIATRA / 
MANEVA 

The WASH CSO conducted advocacy to the VSLA to rehabilitate 
latrines following the cyclones. 

 

Result: The VSLA worked on rehabilitating these facilities post-cyclone.  

   
  

Region /   

Municipalities   
7 examples of Success from the dialogue within SLC (local 
structure of dialogue)  

ALAOTRA MANGORO / 
MORARANO CHROME 

The Local Consultation Structure (SLC) organized a consultation to find 
solutions to the waste management issues of the Commune.  

 

Result: The Mayor has initiated a partnership search to improve waste 
management in the Commune. The Local development funds, therefore, 
financed 15 dumpsters.   

ALAOTRA MANGORO / 
AMPARAFARAVOLA 

The SLC organized a consultation to discuss the priority needs of the 
Commune, which does not have any dumpsters in the town center. 

 

Result: The Mayor set up four dumpsters at four strategic locations in 
the town.   
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Region /   

Municipalities   
7 examples of Success from the dialogue within SLC (local 
structure of dialogue)  

ATSINANANA / 
NIHERENANA 

 

The Mayor and the local structures sent a written letter to the DREAH 
requesting a meeting between the water manager, the Commune and the 
water users to solve the frequent water cut and the disagreement about 
invoices.   

 

Result: No more water cuts and users are now using the system while 
they were reluctant. 

 ATSINANANA / 
SAHAMATEVINA 

Following the SLC consultation meeting, a solution had to be found to 
end open defecation in the Commune. 

 

Result: A DINA was decided by the SLC, was deliberated by the 
municipal council and is now applied. 

ATSINANANA / 
AMBODIVOANANTO 

Following SLC consultations, the STEAH situation needed to be resolved 
as he was unpaid and did not have an employment contract. 

 

Result: The SLC proposed a salary and contract for the STEAH and was 
deliberated by the municipal council.   

HAUTE MATSIATRA / 
KIRANO 

The SLC conducted consultations and proposed that the development of 
the commune budget should be monitored and supported. 

 

Result: The Commune WASH budget increased from 7 million Ariary in 
FY21 to 10 million Ariary in FY22.  

HAUTE MATSIATRA / 
ANDRANOMIDITRA 

The SLC conducted consultations with the landowners to construct all 
WASH facilities in the Commune. 

 

Result: All land donation deeds are completed to construct WASH 
facilities. 
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Regions / 
Municipalities  

9 Examples of Quick Win by Commune team 

AMORON’I MANIA / 
AMBOHIMAHAZO  

While monitoring the water supply of the Commune, the STEAH 
discovered a damaged tap, preventing water distribution to the 
fokontany of Ambohimahazo.  

 

Result: The STEAH repaired the tap, which enabled the distribution of 
safe drinking water to 141 households in this Fokontany.  

ATSINANANA / 
ANTSAMPANANA 

Following taxation training, the Commune started to follow its tax 
mobilization plan. 

 

Result: The Commune starts properly registering their tax income and 
expenses, leading to better local governance at the commune level. 

ATSINANANA/ 
AMBODITAVOLO 

A few executives of the Commune conducted a consultation and 
determined the need to deal with the use of dirty water for drinking by 
the local population. 

 

Result: The Commune decided to use part of its WASH budget to build 
some wells in some of the Fokontanys, which supply safe drinking water.  

ATSINANANA / 
IAMBORANO  

The STEAH led many activities such as group visits to the communities, 
discussions with village leaders, and community meetings. 

 

Result: The villages are now cleaner, each household is building latrine, 
and a public latrine is built. 

ATSINANANA / 
TSARAVINANY 

As the people used to drink dirty water, the Commune decided to 
search for a partnership to build a gravity-fed water supply system. 

 

Result: Commune was building a gravity-fed water system equipped 
with nine tap stands.  

ATSINANANA / 
AMBINANINONY 

The STEAH supported the local masons in marketing their products. 

 

Result: The number of SanPlat slabs sold has increased.  
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Regions / 
Municipalities  

9 Examples of Quick Win by Commune team 

HAUTE MATSIATRA 
/ KIRANO 

The Commune decided to initiate to protect its source in collaboration 
with the local structures, WASH CSO, and SLC. 

 

Result: The Commune planted 5,280 trees around the three water 
sources to improve the watershed. It also passed a commune order to 
protect the watershed, which the District validated.  

HAUTE 
MATSIATRA / 
ANDRAINJATO 

Following RANOWASH's support, the Commune collaborated with the 
private manager to rehabilitate the existing water supply system. 

 

Result: This rehabilitation benefitted 789 users through 18 social 
connections, 116 private connections, and six institutions.   

HAUTE 
MATSIATRA / 
MANAMISOA 

The Commune conducted community visits to conduct triggering.  

Result: The number of latrine users increased – 932 households 
composed of 5,367 people for limited latrines and 230 households 
composed of 1,196 people for basic latrines.  

 

 

Regions / Municipalities  10 Examples of Quick Win by Commune team 

HAUTE MATSIATRA / 
AMBOHIMANDROSO  

Following various governance support provided by RANOWASH to 
the commune level authorities, the Commune was aware of its 
potential and decided to take action to change its WASH and 
development situation. 

Result: Planting of 2,800 young plants in Antsahanampela and 
Andohovolo; Increase of WASH budget from 4 million to 10 million 
Ariary; Census of all taxpayers and assets subject to taxations; 
Rehabilitation of roads in all fokontany; Posting of various tariffs/rates 
to ensure accountability; 21 VSLA groups created; and Commune 
contracted with a private sector (local mason and seamstress) for 
WASH products.  

HAUTE MATSIATRA / 
ANDRAINJATO 

Following various governance support provided by RANOWASH to 
the commune level authorities, the Commune was aware of its 
potential and decided to take action to change its WASH and 
development situation. 

Result: Commune is certified ODF; WASH budget increased from 
7,745,800 in 2021 to 16,160,000 Ariary; STEAH salary increased 
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Regions / Municipalities  10 Examples of Quick Win by Commune team 

from 60,000 to 200,000 Ariary; SLC conducting consultations; 
Creation of 36 VSLA groups in 5 Fokontany; Planting of 6,809  young 
plants in the watershed of the Commune, and Commune contracted 
with a private sector (local mason and seamstress) for WASH 
products. 

HAUTE MATSIATRA/ 
BESOA 

Following various governance support provided by RANOWASH to 
the commune level authorities, the Commune was aware of its 
potential and decided to take action to change its WASH and 
development situation. 

Result: Completion of the commune’s 2022 primary budget at 
433,989,000 Ariary of which 50 million (11%) is allocated to WASH; 
Reforestation initiative to protect the watershed; Submission of a 
small project proposal to the German Embassy for the construction 
of water supply infrastructure from the Velontsoa Source.  

HAUTE MATSIATRA
 / KIRANO  

Following various governance support provided by RANOWASH, 
the Commune decided to take action to change its WASH and 
development situation. 

Result: The Commune decided to hire a young STEAH agent to 
ensure the sustainability of the services; Completion of the 
commune’s 2022 primary budget at 95,728,900 Ariary, of which 10 
million (10%) is allocated to WASH; and Planting of 1,900 young 
plants around 3 different sources (IALATSARA, 
TSIAZONANBOHO and BELALERY). 

HAUTE MATSIATRA / 
MAMISOA 

Following RANOWASH governance support, the Commune 
decided to take action to increase its WASH budget. 

Result: Commune WASH budget doubled from 2 million in 2021 to 
4 million Ariary in 2022.  

HAUTE MATSIATRA / 
SENDRISOA 

Following RANOWASH governance support, the Commune 
decided to take action to increase its WASH budget and continue to 
engage with private actors. 

Result: Commune WASH budget increased from  

2,250,000 in 2021 to 7,312,000Ariary in 2022; Commune is 
discussing with various enterprises following its participation in the 
Water Forum, including enterprise MIARINA SOA, 
FITAHIANTSOA, ATTR ALAIN, Enterprise Stanislas.  
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Regions / Municipalities  10 Examples of Quick Win by Commune team 

HAUTE MATSIATRA / 
VINANINORO 
ANDREFANA 

Following RANOWASH governance support, the Commune 
decided to take action to increase its WASH budget and protect its 
watershed. 

Result: Commune WASH budget increased to 6,300,000 Ariary and 
the Commune planted 88,176 young plants to protect its watershed 
and improved its fire protection around the area.  

AMORON’I MANIA / 
ANKAZOAMBO 

Due to the bad quality of the water and the lack of maintenance to 
the water facility, the Commune requested the support of JIRAMA / 
DREAH to improve the situation. 

Result: DREAH supported the Commune in cleaning up the water 
tank in the Fokontany of Anasana, thereby improving the quality of 
distributed water. 

AMORON’I MANIA / 
AMBOSITRA 2 

Following the conflict of water usage in two fokontany due to the 
damage to the water divider device, the STEAH met with the water 
user association to find a solution. 

Result: The water user association proposed the rehabilitation of 
the water divider device, the mayor provided the cement for 
construction and the STEAH repaired the device.  

VAKINANKARATRA / 
AMBOHIMANAMBOLA 

Following RANOWASH support, the Commune decided to take 
initiative to protect the watershed of the water source. 

Result: The Commune organized reforestation around the water 
source in Vorombola.  
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